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Welcome



 

	share and remix platform for vjs:
			download of unchanged original clip
	share all kind of files
	creative commons licenses that allow remixing
	completely non-profit and ad-free (help)

  read more about videopong »

	

please support videopong and get additional features and a higher share-ratio with a videopong+ membership. 





see what badges you can earn

		random clip:
	[image: Lines]







 

Newest clips
	
	[image: QUESTIONMARK]	[image: this]	[image: this]	[image: Bouncing Lighty Up Planes]	[image: Lighty Up Plane]	[image: Barrel of Fractal]	[image: Eye Of Glob]	[image: KaleidedEye]	[image: moving lines 6]
	[image: moving lines 7]	[image: moving lines 8]	[image: moving lines 8]	[image: moving lines 9]	[image: moving lines 10]	[image: moving lines 11]	[image: moving lines 12]	[image: moving lines 13]	[image: moving lines 14]

		 » 






 



	
		Top rated
	Most viewed
	Most remixed
	Most downloaded


	

		Top rated last month:

	


Alltime top rated:
	[image: kaleido_002]
[image: thumbs up] (30)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: wonder timelapse remix]
[image: thumbs up] (18)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: Fruit slice]
[image: thumbs up] (16)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: Tonband]
[image: thumbs up] (16)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: snapper]
[image: thumbs up] (15)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: Fight]
[image: thumbs up] (14)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: hand scratch]
[image: thumbs up] (14)[image: thumbs down] (0)	[image: Stripe Remix]
[image: thumbs up] (14)[image: thumbs down] (1)	[image: Schematic World Slow 03]
[image: thumbs up] (15)[image: thumbs down] (1)


	 » 


	

	

 

	Most viewed last month:

	[image: Child Smile]
559x viewed	[image: Moving Lights]
72x viewed	[image: 7]
61x viewed	[image: Map Style]
56x viewed	[image: Undead visuals ]
56x viewed	[image: Surrealist Film]
56x viewed	[image: bukvy]
51x viewed	[image: • vjc'09_40]
49x viewed	[image: Uready]
40x viewed

Alltime most viewed:
	[image: loop177]
40119x viewed	[image: Child Smile]
20914x viewed	[image: 7]
18158x viewed	[image: Moving Lights]
16859x viewed	[image: Peace]
15163x viewed	[image: Spinewave]
14208x viewed	[image: Particle Links 2]
14149x viewed	[image: Wavy 11]
11922x viewed	[image: Wormhole Shoot]
11324x viewed


	 » 

	


 

	Newest remixes:

	[image: Split Diamond]
23.09.2016	[image: Tropical Jump]
15.08.2016	[image: GLOWLINES 2]
20.06.2016	[image: frontgraphics II - njc. re-edit]
07.05.2016	[image: CSDance Pierce]
25.01.2016	[image: 7]
10.12.2015	[image: 7]
10.12.2015	[image: 7]
10.12.2015	[image: visages en colère.mov]
25.09.2015


Alltime most remixed:
	[image: 1.6-15.7 win a resolume avenue4 license for best remix]
92 remixes	[image: win a V4 Videomixer - analog contest examples - 12.10. - 31.12.2012 ...]
37 remixes	[image: contest "Frames and Shapes" - win a CoGe license: ...]
16 remixes	[image: HERON]
9 remixes	[image: flam]
8 remixes	[image: formMixer2]
8 remixes	[image: just another line i found]
7 remixes	[image: 1.8-15.9 win a CellDNA VJ license for best remix]
7 remixes	[image: strob_balken]
6 remixes


	 » 



        

 

	Most downloaded last month:

	[image: SVJW 2D 3D TC Form pack A loop 17]
9x downloaded	[image: svjw - radio wave pack 1 - loop 24]
5x downloaded	[image: Rings]
5x downloaded	[image: SVJW 2D 3D TC Form pack A loop 07]
5x downloaded	[image: 946_Cube_08]
4x downloaded	[image: Gooey 4]
4x downloaded	[image: lips]
4x downloaded	[image: Lines C]
4x downloaded	[image: asfw4]
4x downloaded


Alltime most downloaded:
	[image: tv grid noise]
1365x downloaded	[image: 7]
645x downloaded	[image: Tonband]
462x downloaded	[image: kaleido_002]
449x downloaded	[image: wonder timelapse remix]
351x downloaded	[image: pink spiral]
349x downloaded	[image: vorspeise]
327x downloaded	[image: Ninja]
308x downloaded	[image: suffix.q.bert.visualmix.01]
307x downloaded


	 » 

      



 

	
Newest comments
	
ZAZARAC:	 nice, how d you make it ?
	
mr.shintla:	 ohhh. very nice!
	
mr.shintla:	 i like that sound  [image: ;-)] 
	
ZAZARAC:	 very nice

	
OpBe:	 Great work ! Congrats !
	
mr.shintla:	 you
	
Matt:	 Perfect! Really nice clip here.
	
Adam Dow:	 what kind of file is this? I cant seem to open it

	
DJ SHERLOCK:	 loving this one!
	
Melanie Mackay:	 This is awesome, thanks for uploading!



 

	
	
Top uploader last year
	
theo_wen	30 clips
	
esflackert	25 clips
	
Sammy	20 clips
	...more


Top rated Uploader last year
	
sambro	[image: thumbs up] (2)[image: thumbs down] (0)
	
This	[image: thumbs up] (257)[image: thumbs down] (14)
	
theo_wen	[image: thumbs up] (2)[image: thumbs down] (0)
	...more

	
Top uploader last month
	
esflackert	25 clips
	
Sammy	20 clips
	
Corvus Oculum	9 clips
	...more


Top rated Uploader last month
	
This	[image: thumbs up] (257)[image: thumbs down] (14)
	...more
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